
MOVIE THE NOTEBOOK

The Notebook is a romantic drama film directed by Nick Cassavetes and written by Jeremy Leven from Jan Sardi's
adaptation of the novel by.

The movie is based on a true story. Ryan and Rachel didn't get along. Cassavetes said in an interview with
Vanity Fair that Gosling wanted to burn down that gorgeous mansion after restoring it. Again, at first glance,
these emotional acts seem sweet, thoughtful, and deeply romantic, but at their core is an unhealthy and
unwanted obsession from Noah directed at Allie. Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams brought the love story
of Noah and Allie to the screen, but the real drama was happening behind the scenes. The photography by
Robert Fraisse is striking in its rich, saturated effects, from sea birds at sunset to a dilapidated mansion by
candlelight to the texture of Southern summer streets. McAdams also reportedly spent time in Charleston
before filming, where she took classes for etiquette and ballet, and worked with a dialect coach to perfect the
southern accent. Maybe he was just jealous Allie ended up with Noah or something. She stood enfolded in
Noah's arms in the great entryway and listened to his plans to buy and restore this house. In other words, he
was harassing her and forcing his presence into her life without her permission. From that sweet, antic-free
evening, a stable and heartfelt relationship is born, one without all the fighting, crying, and jealousy you see
play out on screen. Instead of being a passionate, tear-filled fight, it's an amicable parting of the ways.
McAdams and Gosling's on-screen chemistry probably wasn't real. Despite the fact they are broken up, Noah
can't let Allie go. It is his custom every day to read to her from a notebook that tells the story of how they met
and fell in love and faced obstacles to their happiness. The movie is based on a novel by Nicholas Sparks ,
whose books inspired "Message in a Bottle" , unloved by me, and " A Walk to Remember " , which was so
sweet and positive it persuaded me as did Mandy Moore as its star. As they say in the business, drama sells,
but it also reinforces dangerous stereotypes about gender dynamics and power structures in romantic
relationships. The Notebook is about to be added to Netflix in the US, but it's already available in the UK and
fans are not happy with the big change that they made at the end. If that isn't an unhealthy obsession, I don't
know what is. They fight constantly, openly argue in front of others, and even get into physical altercations on
the street. Allie's heart nearly bursts. Others were filmed in Charleston and in Edisto Island. As the story
progresses and as the daily realities of present day occur, the reason why Duke feels the need to tell Ms. I can't
do it with her. You're not handsome, you're not cool, you're just a regular guy who looks a bit nuts. On the
surface, it's a sweet love story about a second chance romance between two attractive characters you certainly
don't mind looking. With her love for Noah still alive, the picture pulls at her heart. The actress told Film
Monthly she knew she had to be good in the movie, because she had to carry it. The grandparents were too ill
to attend their wedding, in , so the newly-married couple brought the wedding to them. James Garner ruined
his first take shooting with Gena Rowlands. But he showed his mother great respect. Rachel isn't wearing
shoes in the rain scene because they disintegrated in the water. She and Ryan had great chemistry between
them.


